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Statement 

 

 

A witness from inside, I tell a lost truth. Cradling stolen moments of breath and bearing the 

weight of memory,  A Hollow Hold refers to the center: the core, the spine, the gut, and 

the heart. Metal objects and necklaces point to sites on the body to interpret the 

impossibilities of telling. Like the armor they have become, these works serve as protection 

and give testimony to the privacy of night. The heartbeats of these memories are 

transferred into the stillness of the work, and here I learn to breathe again. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Elizabeth Lewis 

MFA Metal 

A Hollow Hold 

The wishbone, the cold tool, the silk jewelry bag, and the knots come together to  

realize a new way of telling the truth through our bodies.  A Hollow Hold  is a collection of  

necklaces and objects that point to sites on the body to interpret the impossibilities of  

telling. Cradling stolen moments of breath and bearing the weight of memory, each piece  

refers to the center: the core, the spine, the gut, and the heart. The works narrate truth,  

memory and permanence - functioning as a type of armor and testimony to the privacy of  

night . Through the process of creating these objects, I transfer the heartbeats of memories  

into the stillness of the work. Using the study of semiotics and sociology, I arrive at objects  

that collectively function as a physical pledge to hope. 

Key sociologist Cathy Caruth’s research contributes to the study of trauma and  

memory, a vital facet to the academic discipline. Caruth, A Frank H. T. Rhodes Professor  

of Humane Letters at Cornell University, writes on associative memory, traumatic recall,  

and the ways we can find truth through the intimate exposure of pain. Caruth writes about  

the “impossibilities of telling” in her book, Trauma: Explorations in Memory . In this text, she  

directs the reader to Sigmund Freud’s early writings on trauma, she quotes Freud,  “[...]  

the possibility of integrating the lost event into a series of associative memories, as part of  

the cure, was seen precisely as a way to permit the event to be forgotten.” From this  

notion she suggests that the problem of what it means to remember a traumatic 
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experience and what it means to know or recognize trauma is complex because of the 

very way it pushes memory away. Peggy Phelan, an American feminist scholar who 

chaired the New York University’s Department of Performance from 1993 to 1996, directly 

responds to this quote in her book Mourning Sex, “Sexual trauma can perhaps never be 

fully interpreted, but the tear it creates may be mended as it is rehearsed, rewritten, and 

revised” (Phelan 95). Through reading Caruth and Phelan, I have learned to listen to 

trauma beyond the pathology of it and to listen to the truth it tells us. The objects and 

jewelry that compose A Hollow Hold follow this path and expresses my private truths 

beyond the repetitions of traumatic memory. 

Tie (Figure 1) is a piece that was created closely to the academic insights of Cathy 

Caruth and Peggy Phelan. This neck piece tells a story of mystery and masculinity, and is 

made up of silver knots that loop in and out of each other. It lays over the chest as a silk tie 

would; and the twisted ends of wire act as barbs while also evoking the curls of a hairy 

chest. Knots are used as technical way of building while also balancing the literal and 

abstract interpretations of the heart, chest, and belly. In line with Phelan’s quote of the 

“rehearsed, rewritten, and revised” memory, the repetition of looping and knotting mimic 

the way trauma persists. The sharpness of the object hides within the collection of knots, 

at first appearing like a net or a comforting blanket, yet while worn this necklace acts as a 

piece of armor, protecting against and alerting to any type of touch.  



Figure 1.  Elizabeth Lewis, Tie , Sterling Silver, 2019 

A Hymn, A Hum, A Wish  (Figure 2) combines the mythology of wishing, human   

matter, and the permanence of metal with the preciousness of silver. Prototyped in wax,  

the scale of this wishbone was carved to match the amount of silver I owned in 2018,  

when Tyler V. stole the family gun and shot himself. Seven and a half pounds of silver were  

cast in the form of the unbroken side of a wishbone. This piece exists to give him  

everything I possibly can for his next life. The bone’s elongation mimics the single teardrop  

left at the foot of the object, carrying the conceptual droplet, a tear, throughout this body  

of work. Displayed in suspension or laid to rest, the bone lives as an object existing 



between two worlds. To honor all aspects of this piece, I leave the surface the way the 

molten silver cast, saving as much material as possible. 

Figure 2. Elizabeth Lewis, A Hymn, A Hum, A Wish , Sterling Silver, 2018 

Before It Slips Away (figure 3) and Angels Share (figure 4) are responses to the 

detritus strewn along the Hudson River in New York. Taking the Metro North Train from 

Poughkeepsie to Grand Central Station, visions of tin cans, glass bottles, plastic bags, and 

construction debris become overwhelming yet commonplace. Two and a half hours of 

seeing trash be moved by wind and water - souvenirs from someone’s day being blown 

away. Litter becomes evidence of the connection between material remnants and social 



ritual. My resonance with this garbage along the railroad connected with my need for a 

sensitive outlook on material and the things people leave behind.  

Designed to appear full of water, Before It Slips Away stands as a metaphor for a 

single teardrop. As I study my mother’s jewelry on the floor of where she lived, piles of silk 

and velvet pouches stack against the wall and bring to mind the garbage left along the 

river. Through holding pieces of her jewelry, I revel in how we express ourselves through 

our possessions and how 

relationships come with their own 

sense of materiality. A trove of 

memories trapped in her jewelry.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 3. Elizabeth Lewis, Before It Slips Away , Copper, 

2019. 

The silver straws that make up Angels Share  refer to the distilling process of 

whiskey production. The evaporation of fluid is called “angels share” and is considered an 

offering. This notion has inspired a series of silver objects that abstract the common straw 

into ethereal tools for healing. On this horizontal plane, hollow tapers are filled with water; 

their contents spill out onto a mirrored surface, reflecting the sky and offering water - a 

healing substance - to the angels. Water has an essential role in this piece. Water is the 

offering, and wind helps to move it. These forces intertwine and ring the viewer into the 

connection between the objects, the air, and themselves.  

Figure 4. Elizabeth Lewis, Angels Share , Sterling Silver, Steel, Mirror, 2018. 



Figure 4. Elizabeth Lewis, Angels Share , Sterling Silver, Steel, Mirror, 2018. 

A studio visit to the late painter Al Held’s home in Boiceville, New York led to a 

discovery of how resonant the things left behind can be. A muralist, Held’s work scales the 

walls of the farmhouse and barn his work lived in. These spaces are abundant with color 

and geometry, while in the corner a tangled rope is suspended. A tool for his painting, I 

saw this rope as evidence of life and workmanship. Viewing the tool as the clue of an act 

marked his territory on this earth. This moment inspired the first piece of jewelry in A 



Hollow Hold . This piece directly connects fragments left behind to one of the most 

important and symbolic organs in our bodies. The heart, the rope, and the hollow 

fabrication of the pendant come together to represent the honesty of craftsmanship and its 

relationship to the body. 

Figure 5. Elizabeth Lewis, A Hollow Hold , Sterling Silver, 2019 

The display of A Hollow Hold (figure 6) is based on Mount Herzl, the central 

cemetery for the warriors of the Israeli Defense Force. Limestone is a key component in 

the burial of a warrior. The stone native to Israel, represents history and permanence. As a 

final resting place, the stones are built as a bed, to which rosemary bushes are planted 



over the bodies as a way of representing growth. As this cemetery continues to grow in 

scale, younger generations of Israelis are beginning to personalize each gravesite with an 

object. A gay pride, a ceramic heart broken in half, and a small stuffed animal are some of 

the objects that can be found sitting on the tombs of young warriors. A Hollow Hold pays 

tribute all loss through adapting scale of the gravesite, the photography of limestone, and 

the personalization of each tomb. 

Figure 6. Elizabeth Lewis, Installation view of A Hollow Hold , Samuel Dorsky Museum of Art, New 

Paltz,  New York, 2019. 



 

 



Figure 6. Elizabeth Lewis, Before It Slips Away exhibition view, Copper, Poplar, Vinyl of Limestone, 



2019. 

A Hollow Hold is a core exercise, where one balances on their tailbone in a ‘V’ 

formation while lifting a weight up and down. Physically this position serves to strengthen 

abdominal and oblique control. Mentally, it is about the discipline to fight the urge of letting 

go. This year, weightlifting became a significant mode and method of research of having 

authority of the body. This mental, emotional, and physical power unite to create an 

agency over the history of personal trauma. This work is for the hurt and the hopeful. The 

development of A Hollow Hold is to confront and process unbearable memory and loss. It 

is meant to extract and expel grief away from the body. I see this jewelry existing as the 

container of process, memory, and landscape, before it slips away. A hollow shell, a 

hollow hold of me. 
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